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1.
Holding Back the Tide:
Managing Business Expenses
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A CFO’s responsibilities are becoming 

ever more demanding and 

complex in the changing world of 

compliance and board oversight. Managing 

cash flows, ensuring up-to-date audits and 

effective governance are key elements of 

providing visibility to Board decisions and 

regulatory oversight.

CFOs, now more than ever, need to place 

controls over spending and to manage 

risk, while ensuring the business continues 

to operate efficiently against its financial 

targets.

In Australia there are approximately 60,000 

companies with more than 50 employees. 

The majority of these businesses will 

have employees that regularly submit 

expense claims in the execution of their 

roles. However, fewer than 3,000 have 

automated systems to manage travel 

and expense. The rest are managing this 

expenditure manually, which offers no 

recourse for auditing, reconciling and 

effective reporting.

While most business expenses are essential 

in running the operations of a company, 

the processes to approve spending 

and reconcile most individual items of 

expenditure within financial systems have 

been given little attention. Quite often, 

they are simply rolled up into line items on a 

CFO’s expense report.

By addressing inefficiencies within expense 

management, companies can reap valuable 

rewards by containing costs and generating 

efficiencies in business operations.

There is also a personal risk to consider for 

a CFO as the signatory to financial reports. 

Reducing expense fraud and reigning 

in out-of-control expenses are principal 

measures CFOs can take to improve 

cashflow so the business can run more 

effectively.

Gaining Confidence in Governance and 

Business Expense Oversight

Is your company on the path for profitable 

growth? If you are not on track to 

automate business expense management, 

the finance resources required to process 

various elements of the value chain will 

inevitably increase in line with your growth. 

For example, a growth rate of 30% could 

mean hiring an additional staff member to 

manage and audit receipts, input data into 

financial systems, oversee policy control, 

make GST reclaims and run Fringe Benefits 

Tax reports for entertainment. 

However, hiring more staff is only the first 

issue to consider. 

Trusting that everyone (both employees 

who travel and finance staff who check 

policies are being adhered to) is doing the 

right thing is a significant risk factor.

Consider this: according to global trends, 

most companies will be experiencing fraud 

of approximately 7% of total expense 

claims.

Do you know how much fraud – either 

unintentional or deliberate – is occurring 

within your business?



Identifying 
Expense Fraud
A company had a policy to reimburse lunch 

expenses when out of the office up to the value of 

$15. When they started using Zeno, the company 

identified a recurring expense from one employee 

for $14.96 every day.

Without the ability to identify duplicate expenses 

and analyse trends, the previous manual system was 

unable to identify this low-level fraud, which over 

the course of a year added up to a significant and 

improper expense.
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2.
Key Challenges for Business 
Expense Management
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C FOs are under pressure to 

contain costs, ensure there are 

efficiencies throughout the expense 

management value chain, to ensure 

compliance with corporate policies and 

provide visibility to Boards for effective 

decision making.

Quite often, the processes for managing 

business expenses are being hampered by 

use of manual, disparate systems, often 

with spreadsheets as the primary tool for 

data entry and reporting. 

Manual processes are making it difficult 

for CFOs to stay on top of all incoming 

costs, especially at larger firms. Ironically, 

larger organisations are more likely to have 

disparate, unintegrated systems, with 

36% indicating they are not planning to 

integrate their procurement activities. 

These problems get even worse with paper 

handling of documents and receipts, 

as they create an unwieldy process of 

reconciling, data entry into financial 

systems, auditing and reporting.

Challenge 1 - Non-compliance

A key challenge for companies is ensuring 

business expense policies are adhered 

to. What is your company’s process for 

catching duplicate expense claims? Can 

you be sure that expenses are being 

incurred within corporate guidelines? Who 

is checking the transaction against the 

approved suppliers list? How many people 

in your team are cross checking that these 

align when expense claims are submitted?

As an example, a major hurdle for CFOs is 

employee behaviour and the implications 

around lack of compliance with corporate 

travel policies (this was a top pressure, with 

59% respondents Aberdeen Group, 2012). On 

average, 20% of T&E spend is out of policy 

with one in every five expenses in violation.

Furthermore, while most business expense 

policies are mandated, in reality non-

compliance is widely accepted in most 

organisations . This could be because 

unenforced policies at the point of purchase 

are impossible to police and even more 

costly in human intervention to wind back 

once the policy has been bypassed.

This is particularly true when low-level fraud 

happens with executive support. For example, 

managers taking their teams out for an 

expensive lunch including alcoholic beverages 

will often have a team member submit the 

expense claim that they then approve.

Challenge 2 - Poor Reporting

Trend analysis is valuable in identifying 

the drivers of spend and understanding 

the levers that can be pulled to manage 

uncontrolled spend. However, most 

companies don’t have a system in place 

that allows them to report on scenario-

based business expenses.

Often, your finance team will be creating 

reports from spreadsheets that are then 

loaded into your ERP system. This captures 

basic information, such as expense amount, 

date and who is submitting the expense, 

but little additional context. This lack of 

detail means you lose the ability to act 

based on the scenario. 
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ERP systems are powerful transactional 

systems of record to manage costs and 

revenues for management reporting, 

however they do not offer a way to manage 

costs better or detect fraud with the limited 

set of data they collect. 

While this doesn’t have a direct impact on 

the CFO, it will have clear implications for 

the finance team. For example, when an 

employee takes a business trip, if the policy 

is unclear and unenforceable at the point 

of booking, your finance team will need to 

check and audit the actual expenses in line 

with the expected suppliers and amounts 

within the policy.

If the process for accounting and 

reconciling that spend are completely 

disconnected, then there is no way to easily 

reconcile the booking with the expenditure. 

The burden will fall on the finance team 

to review everything that was booked, 

submitted and spent – an enormously 

manual process.

Challenge 4 - Delayed Expenses

If it is taking an excessive length of time 

for employees to submit expense reports 

through non-integrated systems, this will 

delay payment and impact cash flow and 

forecasting processes. Additionally, it can 

impact client satisfaction in situations 

where on-charging of expenses happens 

long after the purchase has occurred.

Challenge 5 - Resource Management – 

Containing Growth of Admin Teams

Lack of automation for business expense 

management will inevitably mean retaining 

a sufficiently large administration function 

to review and process expense claims.

This is especially true for companies 

experiencing high growth rates – as 

the business grows, so too will business 

expenses. 

Providing useful data that allows you to 

make actionable decisions will help your 

teams work smarter and curtail spiralling 

business expenses. Without this insight, the 

common recourse to escalating costs out 

of budget controls is to freeze spending 

before the end of a quarter, or year. This 

is an ineffective, and often risky strategy 

to manage business expenses, as it also 

prohibits legitimate business activities.

Challenge 3 - Unclear Expense 
Policies

Managing unclear or poorly understood 

expense policies is a drain on staff resources 

and time and leads to ineffective decision 

making. It can also have a direct impact on 

business costs, as the general rule will be to let 

exceptions pass rather than enforce policies.

A major hurdle for 
CFOs is employee 
behaviour and the 
implications around 
lack of compliance 
with corporate travel 
policies
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The headcount needed to process business 

expenses is in direct proportion to the 

number of employees who are submitting 

them. This will also extend the need 

for more audit and checks, unless you 

can automate and grow without hiring 

additional finance administration staff. 

On the other side of the coin, trying to 

manage business growth without taking 

on additional staff will have repercussions. 

It may lead to corner cutting, as the 

team struggles to manage the additional 

workload in the same amount of time. This 

may mean reducing the amount of auditing 

that they do as they lose the luxury of time 

to make comprehensive audits and will rely 

on spot checks. This can lead to increased 

risk of fraud and non-compliance of 

expenditure against business policies.

Challenge 6 - Failed Audits

An acute challenge for a CFO is failing an 

audit in line with governance frameworks. 

Not having the appropriate business 

expense processes and procedures in place 

will have direct implications for governance 

and risk management. 

Even if the finance team is rigorously 

checking every line item, there can be 

unintentional mismanagement or internal 

fraud within the team. One fraudulent 

or sloppy team member can make your 

company liable for millions of dollars in fines 

and penalties. 

Challenge 7 - Compliance with Tax 
Regimes

Tax compliance represents a large burden 

of time for finance teams. Ensuring that 

goods and services tax (GST) and fringe 

benefits tax (FBT) are accurate is essential 

to avoid repercussions with your relevant 

tax authorities. 

A manual process means the finance teams 

must audit receipts and manually reconcile 

data. The different reporting schedules for 

GST (monthly) and FBT (quarterly) also 

represent a reporting burden. It’s impossible 

to create these reports accurately without 

checking each receipt and accounting 

for the correct allocation of business 

versus personal expenses, along with the 

corresponding tax amounts. 

This becomes especially tricky when 

claiming the FBT component of GST, 

depending on whether the employee is 

travelling and for mixed suppliers. 

Having an automated expense system 

that can go in and categorise each 

expense appropriately by the employee 

which allows the system to calculate 

the amounts automatically will days of 

reconciling receipts. 

Even if the finance 
team is rigorously 
checking every line 
item, there can 
be unintentional 
mismanagement or 
internal fraud within 
the team
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3.
Benefits of Getting it Right
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T&E is generally the second largest budget 

line item behind payroll, and according to 

a 2014 Forrester Research report it ranks as 

the second most difficult operating expense 

category to control.

Implementing a robust and intelligent 

expense management platform arms 

CFOs with the ability to more effectively 

understand and control this are of   

the budget.

With visibility comes the power to pull 

the lever and rein in specific vendors or 

items of variable spend at times when a 

reduction in operating costs is required.

Longer term, finance and procurement 

functions can identify key vendors and use 

their insight to negotiate preferred rates 

for anything from office catering to airport 

transfers and drive down spend.

Benefits of Getting it Right
Get your hands on the lever to control spend
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Through the use of automated duplicate 

claim and policy breach alerts, your 

finance team can proactively identify 

outlier incidents and correct low-level 

fraudulent claims.

The ability to do dynamic data analysis and 

gain full visibility over all facets of business 

expense spending is critical for CFOs. 

Limiting expense claims submitted months 

after they are incurred also leads to better 

visibility and oversight of the budgeting and 

forecasting process. 

By structuring your reporting so you can 

quickly analyse a wide variety of reports 

means being able to access data across 

programs to determine anomalies in 

business expense claims.

Benefits of Getting it Right
Reduced Expense Fraud through better Reporting
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Systems that will automatically control 

adherence to business expense policies at 

the point of purchase leads to increased 

policy compliance by over 38%.

While most employees will try to do the 

right thing, this is often difficult as it’s 

not made explicit at the point of expense 

purchase. By integrating business expense 

management with travel management 

systems as a single system, policy 

compliance comes to the fore. This way, you 

can manage expenses before they happen, 

rather than reconciling them after the fact 

by inserting the policies into the approval 

process. 

Your business will achieve better compliance 

when the system teaches employees the 

policy rules.

Benefits of Getting it Right
Increased Policy Compliance
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Have you ever run the numbers on 

the amount of time your finance 

team spends on business expense 

management currently? 

Consider also the executives and sales staff 

who are heavy users of business expense 

management systems and are typically 

on salaries of $150,000 and above. These 

employees are likely spending on average 

two hours per month reviewing claims for 

approval. This represents a significant cost 

to the business in administration overhead 

instead of adding business value by 

focusing on their roles. 

Furthermore, the cost of your finance 

team’s time (measured by salaries 

and size of the team) is an avoidable 

administrative overhead which can be 

addressed through automation. Removing 

the need re-reviewing all expense claims, 

review GST and FBT applicability, keying in 

data and manually processing payments to 

employees represents hard dollar savings on 

staff time. 

By automating your business expense 

management processes, you can reduce 

the cost of manual processing from over 

$35 dollars to under $15 per claim. This 

is directly proportional to the reduction 

in time required by your finance staff to 

process, check and audit claims, which can 

be reduced by over 50%.

A manager can reduce the time spent 

approving business expenses from two 

hours to 20 minutes. The finance team can 

go from taking 30 hours per month across 

all activities to five hours.

Finally, being able to identify trends through 

better reporting means the opportunity 

to negotiate with suppliers. Imagine being 

able to use the data locked in your systems 

to make smarter decisions about which 

suppliers are able to give you better rates 

for recurring expenses?

Some companies that have implemented 

business expense management 

automation can achieve ROI in less than 

three-months.

Benefits of Getting it Right
Reduced Cost and Time
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4.
Recommendations for CFOs



Step 1

Get visibility across your entire 
business expenditure

Seeing what you are spending is the rst step 
towards making improvements. Implementing 
programmatic approaches to business expense 
management gives you visibility and insight into 
the trends and levels of spending across the 
enterprise.

Ensure you have the basics right, including a formal 
business expense policy that is integrated into all 

parts of the purchasing system. This will allow you to 
gather data across all spending and provide better 

trends analysis across all types of business expenses 
and how it impacts the organisation.

Step 2

Formalise your processes

Having an automated system to create and process claims while enforcing your 
company’s expense policies will reduce risk and improve expense management as 
well as overall operational e�ciency. Furthermore, it will ensure compliance with 
external tax and regulatory regimes. 

Gaining complete visibility over your systems and processes will also give you 
reassurance on a personal level that your nancial reports are sound and based 
on up-to-date and accurate data.

Recommendations for CFOs

Steps to improving expense management 
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Step 3

Develop real-time visibility

Being able to connect the dots between spending 
against pre-approved budgets is a critical factor in 
understanding the rami�cations of business 
expense management. It also means greater 
control to alter expense and travel policies and 
make targeted decisions on areas of spending if 
the organisation is facing unexpected escalation of 
costs, rather than freezing travel altogether.

Getting the right data into the system and being able 
to report against it is critical to achieve real-time 
visibility for e�ective decision making. Assess your 

options for integrated and automated end-to-end 
business expense management systems that 

integrate with your ERP and travel systems to gain 
true end-to-end visibility.

Step 4

Look to proven technology solutions
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Step 5

Start reviewing trends

Good business expense systems should highlight 
potential savings and enable forecasting. For 
example, the system should include a dashboard 
that provides a visual representation of expense 
trends to enable decisions around operations.

Good questions to start with include:

1. Who are my top ten spenders?

2. Who are top ten overall with 
entertainment expenses?

3. Who has booked most business class 
�ights this year?

Leverage your business expense data for strategic 
sourcing. By identifying key line items or buckets of 

spend for negotiation, you are in a better position to 
reduce recurring expenses and save money

almost immediately.

Step 6

Use your business expense tools for 
strategic sourcing
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Zeno Expense is an enterprise grade, 
expense management solution 
optimised for supporting corporate card 
programs. The application lives in the 
cloud, is relevant to organisations with 
as few as 50 employees right up to 
large organisations with more than 
10,000 employees and is proven to help 
companies make signi�cant cost 
savings through better expense 
management, which in the end is what 
this is all about.

Key points of di�erentiation

We are a local business that operates 
within, and understands, the Australia 
and New Zealand markets. This ensures 
your system will always comply with 
local regulatory and compliance 
regimes. Unlike a lot of other enterprise 
grade systems, Zeno Expense is quick to 
implement. New customers can expect 
to be up and running in two to three 
weeks (depending on complexity of 
implementation).

Learn more. Visit the Zeno Expense website

zeno.business


